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A straight wing having an NACA 0015 cross section and rectangular planform was attached to a circular
splitter plate. This configuration was pitched at a constant rate to angles exceeding the static stall angle. The
unsteady, vortex-dominated flow that developed over the wing and splitter plate was characterized in detail
using surface pressure measurements and flow visualization. Both types of data showed that the leading-edge
vortex underwent profound three-dimensional alterations to cross section and convection over the entire wing
span. These changes in leading-edge vortex structure and kinematics were correlated with prominent spanwise
variations in force coefficients. When appropriately dissected, visualization results and pressure data suggested
physical mechanisms to account for these three-dimensional variations in unsteady forces and surface pressures.

Nomenclature to be augmented near the wingtip in comparison to the steady
C,, = normal force coefficient spanwise distribution.

Unsteady flows near wing-wall junctures have been shown
c = wing chord length, cm to be as complex as those near the wingtip. Shih" examined
c,, = pressure coefficient the dynamically separated flowfield over a wing spanning a
LE = leading edge test section in which the flow speed varied sinusoidally. Ve-
Re, = chord Reynolds number locity surveys revealed strong spanwise three-dimensionality
s = wing span length, cm that exhibited convective behavior suggesting the presence of
t = time. s separated vortical eddies. Horner and colleagues"' employed
t, = nondimensional time. tU./c flow visualization to show that the unsteady flow near the
U, = test section velocity, m/s juncture between a fixed wall and a pitching wing was two
x = chordwise distance from leading edge dimensional immediately following leading-edge vortex ini-
y = spanwise distance from splitter plate tiation. However, as the vortex convected along the wing
a = instantaneous angle of attack, deg chord, the vortex arched away from the wing surface near
it = pitch rate, rad/s center span, and symmetrical counter-rotating cells formed
a' = nondimensional pitch rate. c&/U,. on the wing surface. Three-dimensional disruptions to the

leading-edge vortex were explained with a model that relied
Introduction upon mutual induction between orthogonal vortex segments.

T HREE-DIMENSIONAL dynamically separated flows Schreck and coworkers" and Klinge et al.' 2 investigated
continue to be intensely studied. Energetic large-scale the dynamically separated flow near the juncture between a

vortical structures are generated and transiently reside on wing and splitter plate undergoing constant rate and sinusoidal
wings dynamically pitched through the static stall angle of pitching, respectively. Both experiments measured unsteady
attack. These vortical structures radically alter the pressure surface pressures. enabling unambiguous characterization of
distributions on a wing, thus producing greatly amplified aero- leading-edge vortex convection and quantification of time-
dynamic forces and moments. If thoroughly understood and dependent normal forces. In the juncture region. the leading-
properly controlled, three-dimensional dynamically separated edge vortex convected at a faster velocity and unsteady stall
flows have the potential to confer dramatic performance en- occurred earlier. Preliminary vorticity dynamics models were
hancements upon future aircraft. postulated to explain alterations to leading-edge vortex con-

Flow visualization studies have documented the morphol- vection near the juncture.
ogy of portions of three-dimensional unsteady flows elicited The current investigation combines quantitative surface
by pitching wings.'I These studies concentrated attention on pressure topologies with flow visualization at identical non-
the prominent leading-edge and wingtip vortices, and suc- dimensional pitch rates and closely matched Reynolds num-
cessfully constructed simplistic physical models based upon bers. This approach allows the presence and behavior of vis-
vorticity conservation to explain vortex anchoring and taper- ualized vortex structures to be unambiguously confirmed by
ing near the wingtip. Fewer investigations have employed distinctive pressure signatures. This methodology also enables
surface pressure measurements to characterize three-dimen- vorticity generation sites and rates to be inferred using surface
sional unsteady flowfield development on pitching wings.7 .- pressure topologies. Thus, vorticity not aggregated into vor-
These studies found unsteady spanwise pressure distributions tical structures can also be accounted for. Both flow visual-

ization and surface pressure measurements show significant
spanwise variability in the unsteady flowfield development.

Presented as Paper 93-0435 at the AIAA 31st Aerospace Sciences To account for this variability, a model is hypothesized for
Meeting and Exhibit. Reno. NV, Jan. 11 - 14. i993: received April the three-dimensional unsteady flowfield on the wing-splitter
21. 1993: revision received Oct. 14. 1993: accepted for publication plate configuration.
Oct. 301, 1993. This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government
and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Experimental Methods

*Unsteady Aerodynamics Task Manager. Frank J. Seiler Research
Laboratory. 2354 Vandenberg Dr.. Ste. 6H79. Member AIAA. Surface Pressure Measurement

tAssistant Professor, Department of Aeronautics. 2410 Faculty Surface pressure measurements were performed in the Frank
Dr.. Ste. 10t6. Senior Member AIAA. J. Seiler 0.91- x 0.91-in low-speed wind tunnel located at the
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U.S. Air Force Academy. A rectangular planform wing with 0.25 chord for the experimental range of nondimensional pitch
15,24-cm chord length was fabricated from hollow aluminum rate, and at 0.33 chord for nondimensional pitch rate 0. 10.
NACA W1)l5 airfoil stock. The basic wing was 29. 10 cm long For each parameter combination, 20 consecutive wing pitch
and was equipped with a fitting on the outboard end that motions were sampled and ensemble-averaged. Test section
permitted arbitrary length extensions to be added. Fifteen velocity was held constant at 9.14 m/s. corresponding to a
miniature pressure transducers were installed inside the hol- chord Reynolds number of 6.9 x 104.
low basic wing model. These transducers were close coupled
to the wing surface through pressure ports located along the Flow Visualization
chord line, 3.05 cm inboard of the basic wing end. Pressure Flow visualization was performed in the U.S. Air Force
transducer signals were low-pass filtered (3(X) Hlz cutoff) and Academy 0.51- x 0.38-m water tunnel. Dimensions of the
amplified by a gain of 5W0. The resulting signals were then flow visualization wing-splitter plate model were identical to
sampled and digitized by the data acquisition system. those of the surface pressure measurement model. A 0.13-

A circular aluminum splitter plate, 30.48 cm in diam and mm-wide slot was cut through the leading edge of the flow
0.64 cm thick, was machined to a sharp edge around the plate visualization wing along the entire wing span. This slot al-
perimeter. The splitter plate had an NACA ()015 cutout cen- lowed dye to flow from the hollow wing interior to the wing
tered in it, which allowed it to slide onto the wing and be exterior. Both wing and splitter plate were painted white to
positioned at arbitrary span locations. To effectively move maximize visibility of the dark blue dye. Dye was injected
the pressure ports along the wing span, the splitter plate was directly into the boundary layer. visualizing the vorticity in
first positioned at the desired distance from the pressure ports. the unsteady flowfield.
Then, a tip extension of the correct length was added to the The wing-splitter plate model used for flow visualization
basic wing. bringing the span length to 30.48 cm and main- was mounted on a steel shaft 0.95 cm in diam. The model
taining aspect ratio constant at 2.0. The chordwise row of was pitched at constant rate by a 24-V dc gear motor that was
pressure ports was successively moved to I I span locations, connected to the model through a gear linkage having a 5:1
effectively distributing pressure ports over the wing surface reduction ratio. The visualized flowfield was illuminated by
as shown in Fig. 1. All I I tip extensions used in these ex- two 1t)0-W incandescent lamps. Flow visualization images were
periments terminated in a square tip. recorded from the wing planform perspective at 30 frames/s

In Fig. I, spanwise pressure port locations range from 0.0 by a VHS video camera.
to 0.80 span outboard of the splitter plate. Chordwise pressure Water tunnel flow visualization was performed at a test
port locations range from - 0.90 to 0.90 chord, with 0.0 chord section vclocity of 0.44 m/s and a water temperature of 12.8°C.
corresponding to the wing leading edge. Positive chord values This yielded a chord Reynolds number of 5.6 x 104 that
denote the wing upper surface, whereas negative chord sig- corresponded closely to that of 6.9 x 104 for wind-tunnel
nifies the lower surface. Unsteady surface pressures measured surface pressure measurements. Flow was visualized for non-
at these port locations were contour-plottcd using a linear dimensional pitch rates of 0.05, I).10, and 0.20, using pitch
interpolation between adjacent grid points in both the chord- axis locations of 0.25 and 0.33 chord. Volume coefficient of
wise and spanwise directions. injection" out of the leading-edge slot was modest, being 0.0(1.

Model pitching was driven by a 3.5-hp synchronous stepper
motor. The wing-splitter plate combination was mounted on Results
a steel shaft 2.86 cm in diam that was connected to the stepper Pitching the wing-splitter plate configuration beyond static
motor through a gear linkage having a 4:1 reduction ratio. stall elicited dramatic three-dimensional modifications to
The independent variables explored in the surface pressure leading-edge vortex structure. Visualized leading-edge vortex
experiments included nondimensional pitch rates 0.05, 0. 10, locations and structures correlated closely with minima in the
and 0.20, as well as spanwise pressure port locations 0.0. 0.05, surface pressure topologies. Three-dimensional modifications
0.10. 0. 15. 0.25. 0.375. 0.50. (,625. 0.70. 0.75. and 0.80 span to the leading-edge vortex and correlation with surface pres-
outboard of the splitter plate. Wing pitch axis was located at sure topologies persisted throughout the experimental range.

Leading-edge vortex kinematics at all span locations were also
well-correlated with spanwise normal force loading.

Angle-of-attack angle histories for the three measured non-
* . dimensional pitch rates of 0.05. 0.10, and 0.20 are shown in

Fig. 2. All three histories begin at 0.0 deg and end at 60.0
deg. The beginning of these histories coincides with the in-

-4 0 0 0 0 6 0 ception of surface pressure data acquisition. Thus, the plots
• 000in Fig. 2 can be used in conjunction with subsequent plots to
, *. *convert nondimensional time to instantaneous wing angle of

attack. For surfac pressure measurements, the wing was
* * * *pitched at a constant rate from 0.0 to 60.0 deg to collect upper
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Fig. I Effective distribution of pressure port locations over the wing t nd
planform. Fig. 2 Angle of attack histories for the experimental range of a'.
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surface data, and from 0 deg to - 60.1) deg to acquire lower ualization is consistent, showing the vortex still anchored to
surface data. It should be noted that none of the angle-of- the leading edge near the wingtip. The suction ridge then
attack histories exhibits prominent nonlinearity or suffers from extends aft and inboard, decreasing in magnitude, and finally
appreciable acceleration or deceleration transients. terminating near the intersection of the splitter plate and trail-

ing edge. The outboard suction peak is still visible at 0-37
Vortex Structure and Surface Pressure Topologies chord, whereas the inboard suction peak no longer exists.

Figure 3 shows a representative series of five surface pres- Visualization is again consistent, showing the outboard ro-
sure coefficient topologies and corresponding dye flow visu- tational ccll near midchord and the inboard one centered over
alization photographs. Nondimensional pitch rate was 0.10, the trailing edge. These two cells are connccted by diffuse
and the wing was pitched about 0.33 chord. Note that surface dye streaks resembling the previously well-defined arch. Fi-
pressure topologies extend 0.80 span from the splitter plate, nally, a concentration of dye is visible immediately adjacent
whereas flow visualization shows the entire wing span. For to the splitter plate. This structure remains connected to the
clarity, the wing planform has been outlined in the visuali- inboard cell by a well-defined dye streak.
zation photographs. Lower surface pressure topologies were The frame 5 (tn,, = 7.26) surface pressure topology consists
characterized by mild two-dimensional pressure gradients that principally of a broad, straight suction ridge extending from
underwent limited temporal evolution. Thus, lower surface the leading edge near the wingtip to the trailing edge near
data will not be presented here. the splitter plate. The outboard suction peak still persists near

The frame 1 (t.,, = 5.28) surface pressure topology in Fig. the wingtip and a new suction peak has formed adjacent to
3 is dominated by an arc-shaped suction ridge that begins near the splitter plate. This new suction peak has substantially
the intersection of the splitter plate and wing leading edge. lower magnitude than suction peaks observed earlier in the
The suction ridge proceeds outboard across the wing span. pitch motion, either inboard near the splitter plate or out-
curves back to t0.33 chord at center span. and again ap- board near the wingtip. This is once again consistent with the
proaches the leading-edge 0.80 span outboard of the splitter visualization, which shows the outboard end of the vortex lies
plate. Suction ridge position corresponds closely to the up- close to the wing leading edge. From here the vortex proceeds
stream boundary of the visualized leading-edge vortex. Near inboard and aft until it reaches the remaining rotational cell.
the splitter plate and wingtip, at 0.18 chord, prominent lo- From the rotational cell, the vortex extends upward and aft
calized suction peaks disrupt suction ridge uniformity. Both before flexing toward the splitter plate and extending inboard.
suction peaks lie close to portions of the vortex that exhibit After contacting the splitter plate, the vortex proceeds down
pronounced flexure in the visualization. Upstream of the suc- toward the wing surface and forward toward the leading edge.
tion ridge, two wedge-shaped contours, 0.25 and 0.50 span It then terminates on the wing surface adjacent to the splitter
from the splitter plate and just behind the leading edge, de- plate near the new suction peak.
note pressure maxima that lie on either side of a low-pressure Figure 4 contains three flow visualization photographs
region. This low-pressure region corresponds to a chordwise showing the leading-edge vortex at chosen intermediate times
dye streak that connects the wing leading edge and the vortex in the pitch motion for the experimental range of nondimen-
upstream boundary. sional pitch rates. These photographs were selected to capture

In frame 2 (t_, = 5.88). the suction ridge remains evident the initial disruptions to the leading-edge vortex gradual arc
in the surface pressure topology. The inboard end of the shape that were precursors to vortex arching. In the visual-
suction ridge is still located near the intersection of the splitter izations. disruptions appeared as discontinuities in the ap-
plate and wing leading edge, and the outboard end still ter- parent upstream boundary of the leading-edge vortex. Dis-
minates near the wing leading edge. Visualization is consis- ruptions subsequently developed into flexure points for the
tent, showing the inboard and outboard ends of the vortex
still located near the leading edge. Suction ridge magnitude
has been substantially diminished near center span, where
visualization indicates that the leading-edge vortex has arched
up and away from the wing surface. Two local suction peaks
are still present in the surface pressure topology. The inboard W-0.05

peak has moved downstream and is located at 0.36 chord. tri-8-.89
while the outboard suction peak remains at 0.18 chord. Suc- a-24. "
tion peak locations lie close to portions of the visualized vortex
that have undergone deformation, but remain near the wing <-LE

surface.
The frame 3 (t1d = 6.30) surface pressure topology indicates

the outboard end of the suction ridge still terminates near the
wing leading edge. However, the inboard end of the ridge
has moved downstream and is now located near midchord. W-0.10
Visualization shows the vortex remains at the leading edge tnlu-5.71
near the wingtip. but has begun to convect downstream near a'31.9'

the splitter plate, Two local suction peaks are still present
near portions of the vortex that appear to have undergone (- '--LE
deformation. The inboard peak has moved downstream and
is located at 0.44 chord, while the outboard suction peak
remains at 0.18 chord. In the ridge central portion, suction
magnitude remains depressed, and the vortex arch that ap-
peared in the previous flow visualization frame is still clearly u,-0.20

visible. In addition, rotating cells have formed at the juncture t-ld-. 77

where the legs of the vortex arch join the remainder of the (A-s3.8

vortex. At each location, cell rotation corresponds to that of
the vortex, with each cell rotating in a sense opposite the
other. 1'

In frame 4 (t,, = 6.96), the surface pressure topology ex- 1.t311rIFRPLATE W NG T I

hibits a suction ridge that begins near the outboard portion Fig. 4 Flow visualizations of leading-edge vortex at initial disruption
of the leading edge and has maximum magnitude there. Vis- for experimental range of a* and pitch axis at 0.33c.
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vortex airch. and their rotational cells. InI each photograph, rates also show denser contour distributions. indicatnge steeper
span~xise location of both the inboard and outboard disrup- surtace pressure g~radienits in both the chord\Xisc and spanw~ise
tions are marked by arrows. Spatial and temporal relationl- directions at hieher nondiniensional pitch rates.
ships hetween these Initial disruptions and the wing are re-
corded in) Table 1. Leading-Edge Surface Pressure

Table I indicates that higher nondimiensional pitch rates Figure 6 shows at represcrntatike contour plot documenting
drive the inboard initial disruption closer to the splitter plate. leadin~g-edge surface pressure coefficient %ariation with non-
In addition, higher nondimiensional pitch rates force the out- dimensional time and span location. This plot correspondsk to
board initial disr-upt ion farthle r from the spli tier plate an rd at notidimne nsio nal pitch rate of 1). 11) and pitch a r is Ioai eto n it

nearer the tip. When the initial disruptions occur, both in- 01.33 chord. Begin ningL at nondirnensional time 01.0, predorn-
board atd outboard disruptions appear at the same chord inantlv twvo-dimnensional suction increase is indicated bs the
location. I lowev er. inicreasing tiondimiensional pitch rate moves horizontal contours in the lower portion of the plot. I lowýever.
initial occurrence of the disruption tarther forward onl the gradual upwNard curvature at( both the inboard atnd outboard
wing chord, and delays it to higher angdes of attack, ends of the contours indicates, at Litz in) suction increase near

Figure S contains th~ree surface pressure contour plots. idcn- the wing root and tip. After nondim-ensional time 4.(K1, lead-
tical inl format to those presented inl F-it,.. t, or nondimiensional ing-edge suction increase becomes radically nonuniform along
pitch rates of 1.015, 0t. 10l, and 01.201. These three contour plots the wing span. arid three regions are discernible in the plot.
correspond in orientation and scale to the three flow visual- [In the central region. bctsscn 0I. 15 -0.501 span, leading-edge
ization photographs shown in Fig. 4. Thlus. these topologies suction first attains at naximumn atl a nondimensional time of
document sur~face pressure at the time when the Icaditig-edge 4. 14. Suction subsequently declines at a nearly constant rate
vortex underwent initial disruption. All three contour plots ats shown by the uniform contour spacing in the vertical di-
exhibit a prominent arc-shaped suction ridge that intersects rection.
the \Ning, leading-edoe inboard near the splitter plate and Out- Inboard, between 01.01-1. 15 span, the suction peak occurs
board near the wvingtip. Near center spani thre suction ridge (1.89 nondimensional time utuits latter than it did in the central
curves downstreamn to approximately midchord. Prominent regioni. Suction reaches aI local maximumi at 0t.04; span ý,nd
suction peaks are evident onl the inboard portion of the suction notudimiensiornal time 4.81). ats indicated by the concentric coin,-
ridge, located at (0. Itt. 0. IM, and 01.05 span for nondimensional tours. Follov.ing attainment of this mnaximium. suction decline
pitch rates of 11.115,. 10.II. and 01.21. ()n the outboard part of is slow at first, and then accelerates, as shown by the closer
the suction ridge, at Suction peak is v isible at 10.75 span for all contours after nondimensional time 6.01. Terminal rate of sue-
three nondimensional pitch rates. I ligher nondirmensional pitch tioti decrease is simiilair for the central and inboard recionis of

TbeI Spatial and temporal occurrence of initial disruptions tepo.as evdnedb-h comparable distances b:etween
shahie h~ visualizatioin in Fig. 4 adjacenit contour lines. The outboard region is dramatically
_________________________________________________________ different from both the central and inboard regions. I lere.

Inboard Outboard BothI l'ime of leading-edge suction peaks at 01.801 spatn and nondimetusional
disruption disrupt ion disrupt ions disrupt ion time 6.001. nea rly vLSO1 nondi metusion a time u nit,, after oc-

Sp. span. chord. occurrenec. currence of the maxima in either the central or inboard reiion.
V' V V I Ia After reaching this outboard peak, suction decreases at an

01.05 01.25 (1,5 i11.321 8.89 apprc~i iblv slower rate than it did in either the central or
0t. In (0.23 0 15 7 01.2s 5.7) inboard region of thre plot.
(0.20 10.16 1 .'5 0I.18 3.77 Figure. 7 is Isunmmary plot that records the nondimensional

time of leiding-edge suction maximumu at I I span stations.
for the experimnental range of notudimensional pitch rate and

- ~pitch axis locattion. Data comprising this graph were extracted

-- from conltour plots similar to Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows that
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12.00- aand are spaced farther apart. indicating a reduced rate of
a0.00 00c PI*CHAXIS normal force increase there. At nondimensional time 5.0,

0.10. C/4 A-A- similar upward curvature and reduced contour density occurs
020. c/4 0--U at the inboard span stations, also indicating reduced rates of8.00- normal force increase near the splitter plate. Prior to non-

- . -
- *dimensional time 5.0. normal force variation remained highly

0 6.00 uniform across the span. in spite of the minor perturbations
noted above.

S4.00 "E-11 After nondimensional time 5.0. spanwise variation in nor-
V i *...l l l-i- l- r mal force suffered severe three-dimensional disruption. Fig-

2.00 ure 8 exhibits a pronounced inboard normal force maximum
of 2.95. as evidenced by the concentric contours centered at

0.00 t0.1 span and nondimensional time 5.94. A similar normal
0.00 0.20 0.4.0 0.60 0.8,: force maximum of larger spatial and temporal extent, and

SPAN (y/s) magnitude 3.50. occurs outboard as indicated by the concen-
tric contours centered at 0.5 span and nondimensional time

Fig. 7 Summary plot documenting t.. of leading-edge suction collapse ti otuscnee t05sa n odmninltmvs span for experimental range of a*. 7.62. Between these two regions on the plot, from approxi-
mately 0.2 to 0.4 span, lies an area characterized by sparsc
contours of significantly lower magnitude. In this central re-

- gion, normal force stalls at nondimensional time 5.58 and

S".-: ''----------------------. attains a maximum value of 2.16. Normal force then declines
.-. -more slowly than it does either inboard near the splitter plate

.- , .......... or outboard in the tip region.
2.75 At nondimensional time 8.0. normal force coefficient de-
" "... - creased to a minimum of approximately 1.25 at 0.0 spin. and

simultaneously increased to a maximum of 3.75 at 0.5 span.
Between these two span locations, at 0.25 span, a region of+ \ ,,,enearly vertical contours indicates negligible temporal change

.- in normal force. Subsequently, normal force increased in-
,.. "...board, decreased outboard, and underwent little change in

---------- the vicinity of 0.25 span. At nondimensional time 11.0, normal
L "2-'------ --- force became uniform across the span at a magnitude of ap-

- - - -.proximately 2.0.
------------ -Figure 9 is a summary plot containing information extracted

------------ ---------- I -------... . 25'_ . 2.• from contour plots similar to Fig. 8. Figure 9 records the
-1.25-1.25 nondimensional time of normal force maximum, or normal

"---------- -------- - force stall, at 11 span stations for the experimental range of
0.75- 0.75 0. _. nondimensional pitch rate and pitch axis location. Figure 9

-----.------------------ ......----------------------------- -- shows that at any given span station normal force stall occurs
= 0.25 - 0.25- 0.25 at earlier nondimensional times for higher nondimensional
0.0 0.2 d.4 0.6 d.8 1.0 1.2 I .6 pitch rates, corresponding to higher instantaneous angles of

SPAN (t/9) attack. For nondimensional pitch rate 0.10. moving the pitch
Fig. 8 Contour plot C. vs t, and span. a = 0.10 and pitch axis is axis from 0.25 to 0.33 chord slightly delayed normal force
located at 0.33c. stall.

All four curves in Fig, 9 show similar spanwise stall pro-
mensional times for higher nondimensional pitch rates, cor- gressions. Normal force stall occurred first at 01.375 span for
responding to higher instantaneous angles of attack. Moving nondimensional pitch rate 0.20, and at 0.25 span for the re-
the pitch axis from 0.25 to 0.33 chord for nondimensional maining three conditions. Stall occurred next inboard, near
pitch rate 0.10 also imposes a slight delay upon leading-edge the splitter plate. Here, inboard of 0.25 span, stall occurred
suction peak occurrence. last at 0.10 span for nondimensional pitch rate 0.05. and at

All four plots in Fig. 7 are dominated by a broad, level 0.05 span for the other three conditions. Finally, normal force
central region. This portion of the curve shows that leading- stalled outboard, near the wingtip. The spanwise location of
edge suction maxima occurred first, and nearly simultane- final stall moved inboard with higher nondimensional pitch
ously, over the central portion of the wing span for each
nondimensional pitch rate. Inboard and outboard of these
level regions, all four curves bend sharply upward. This in- 12.00
dicates significant delays in the attainment of leading-edge 1000
suction maxima near both splitter plate and wingtip. All four 10.00
plots show suction maxima occurring first in the broad central a.00-.
region of the wing span, followed by maxima inboard near
the splitter plate and, finally, outboard near the wingtip. Higher , = 1-
nondimensional pitch rates generally drove the spanwise lo- L 6.00
cations of suction maximum delay closer to the splitter plate r- --
and wingtip. • 4.00.ool Ot + PITCH AXIS

0.05, c/.4. 0--Spanwise Normal Force Loading 2.00- 0.105 c//4 0--
Figure 8 is a representative contour plot showing normal 0.20, :c/4 E-0

0.10. c/3 V-Vforce coefficient variation with nondimensional time and span o.o0 0
location. Normal force initially increases uniformly across the 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80
wing span with nondimensional time as shown by the hori- SPAN (y/s)

zontal contours. However, at nondimensional time 2.0, the Fig. 9 Summary plot showing t,, of C,. stall vs span for experimental
contours at the outboard span stations begin to curve upward range of a*.
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5.00- had experienced !i,nited convection near the splitter plate and
wingtip. Ihere. pressure mmininr occurred in the surface pres-

4.00- i. i i sure contours consistent with enhanced vortex-surface inter-.0 I action due to vorticitv straining. The central portion of the
UN.0 -6< A-.----•v vortex had convected downstream, forming a moderate vortex

U 3.00, i:I ..... A- < arc lying near the wing surface. This limited three dimen-" "AO, sionalitv was reflected in the Fig. 8 normal lorce contour plot

W 2.00 11O@ -, as a mild hist uption to the pre• iousl.v two-dimensional contour

a , PITCh ,•IZý lines.
0.05. c/4 411- The gradual vortex arc was initially disrupted as visualized

1.00 0.10. C/4 A•A, in Fig. 4, and confirmed bv surface pressure contours in Fig.
0.20. c/4 I-I 5. Initial vortex disruptions moved farther apart, and closer

0.00 1 c 0 to both splitter plate and wingtip. with higher nondimensional
0.00 0.20 0.40 0,60 0.80 pitch rate. The two delayed hc'ading-edge suction maxima of

SPAN (y/s) Fig. 7 also moved apart. shifting the inboard one closer to

Fig. 10 Summary plot of stall C,, vs spun for experimental range the splitter plate, and the outboard one closer to the wingtip
of a*. as nondimensional pitch rate increased. Comparing Table I

to Fig. 7 showed that leading-edge suction collapse preceded
rate, progressing from (0.70 to 0.625 span, and finally to 0.50 initial vortex disruption by approximately 1.0-2.0 nondimen-
span for nondimensional pitch rates of 0.t5, 0. 10, and (0.20. sional time units, and that this intervening pe;iod shortened

Figure I) summarizes data taken from contour plots like with higher nondimensional pitch rate. Table I also showed
Fig. S. and documents stall normal force coefficient at II span that the vortex was located closer to the wing leading edge
stations for the experimental range of nondimensional pitch at initial disruption with increasing nondimensional pitch rate.
rate and pitch axis location. Figure 10 shows that, at any given These correlations indicate that leading-edge suction col-
span station, stall normal force coefficient increases with higher lapse indicated the demise of pressure gradients responsible
nondimensional pitch rate. For nondimensional pitch rate 0. 1(I, for vorticity production. Vorticity production curtailment, in
moving the pitch axis from 0.25 to 0.33 chord generally in- turn. disrupted the vorticity sheet feeding the downstream
creases stall normal force slightly, leading-edge vortex. Acharva and Metwally"' have shown that

Again, all four curves in Fig. 10 display similar trends. Stall disruption of vorticity production in the leading-edge region
normal force was lowest at 0.25 span for all four conditions, imposes pronounced modifications upon leading-edge vortex
For each of the four curves, absolute maxima of stall normal kinematics downstream,
force generally occurred outboard near the wingtip. Such ab- That portion of the vortex between the two initial vortex
solute maxima occurred at 0.70 and 0.50 span for nondimen- disruptions subsequently arched over the wing surface as vis-
sional pitch rates of 0.20 and 0.10. However, for nondimen- ualized in Fig. 3 (frame 2. t,,,, = 5.88). Vortex arching kin-
sional pitch rate 0.05. stall normal force reached absolute ematics in the current investigation were consistent with those
maximum at 0.10 span. In addition to the absolute maxima, visualized by Schreck et al.." Freymuth,4 and IHorner et al.'"
local maxima also occurred at the opposite end of the span. Vortex arching was accompanied by suction collapse on the
Local maxima occurred at (0. t1) span for nondimensional pitch wing area vacated by the vortex. Here, vortex-surface sepa-
rates 0.05 and 0. It0 and at 0.05 span for nondimensional pitch ration distance increased, reducing vortex-surface interaction
rate (0.20. and attenuating suction as demonstrated by Panaras.1'

Following vortex arching, the apex of the arch convected
Discussion downstream at a significantly higher speed than the remainder

Flow visualization, surface pressure topologies, and span- of the vortex. Vortex convection velocity was locally accel-
wise normal force loading histories provided diverse infor- erated when the arched portion of the vortex encountered
mation regarding the unsteady flow over the pitching wing- stronger freestream influence.""' However, vortex arch height
splitter plate configuration. Correlating these data enabled above the wing prevented vortex convection from strongly
formulation of a cohesive account of vortex kinematics, impacting either surface pressures or normal forces."' This
underlying vorticity dynamics and spanwise normal force was indicated by the sparse and then vertical contours im-
loading, mediately inboard of center span in Fig. 8. Vorticity straining

Temporal and spatial fluctuations of considerable magni- in the remainder of the vortex was augmented by the vortex
tude were observed in flow visualization, surface pressure arch and continued to amplify vortex-surface interaction, both
topologies, and spanwise normal force loading histories. In near the splitter plate and the wingtip. This, in turn, prompted
contrast, Fig. 2 showed that the rigid wing-splitter plate com- corresponding maxima in surface pressure topologies and
bination pitched at constant rate in uninterrupted fashion. spanwise normal force loading topologies.
Thus. kinematic or geometric anomalies did not contribute At the two sites where the vortex flexed to accommodate
to these prominent temporal and spatial variations, arching, counter-rotating cells appeared at the wing surface,

Dye flow visualization revealed a large, energetic leading- as visualized in Fig. 3 (frame 3, i,,,, = 6.30). Initially, these
edge vortex that persisted during a significant interval of the cells were symmetric in the spanwise direction about a line
pitch motion and extended over a large area of the wing just inboard of the wing center span. Similar cell pairs have
planform. Following initiation near the wing leading edge, been observed under dynamic conditions by Shih," Schreck.' 7

the vortex convected downstream toward the wing trailing and Horner et al.,'" and in the static regime by Winkelmann
edge while growing in cross section. Vortex growth and con- and Barlow. '1 Rotational sense of the cells was consistent with
vection were accompanied by radical three-dimensional de- that of the contiguous leading-edge vortex that had arched
formation. Visualized vortex structures and locations were up over the wing surface. At this time, the leading-edge vortex
corroborated by prominent pressure minima that dominated near the splitter plate began to convect away from the leading
surface pressure topologies, consistent with observations made edge, locally deforming the vortex. Figure 8 showed approx-
by Walker and colleagues' 4 for surface pressure distributions imately equal values of normal force inboard and outboard.
on two-dimensional airfoils. Modifications to vortex structure However, normal force had peaked and was decreasing in-
or location were accompanied by corresponding alterations board near the splitter plate while continuing to increase out-
to surface pressure topologies, board near the wingtip.

Soon after a predominantly two-dimensional initiation, Fig. After the symmetric pair of counter-rotating cells appeared,
3 (frame I, t, -- 5.28) showed that the leading-edge vortex these cells _;id the associated vortex convected asymmetri-
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call. racure 3 (th ame 4. i_, 10)6) sho%%cd that the inboard surface pressure topologies that were similarlk three-dimen-
cell reached the trailing cdoe %%cll in adcance of the outboard sional in nature. Spans.ise ,ariation- in normal force loading
one, e\en though both began at the ,ame chord location. This were consistent with three-dimensional vortex deformations.
obser\ation Is consistent ms ith observations made by Schreck Mechanisms based upon \orticitN dynamics were postulated
et al. who obser\ed accelerated vortex convection near the to account for these observed kinematics.
wing-splitter plate juncture. Inboard, \ortex comnection began The initially two-dimensional unsteady vortex rapidly

)rtl\ after leading-edge suction finally collapsed near the underwent three-dimensional deformation along the entire

1 litter plate, as recorded in lig. 7. The influence of asym- wing span. Three-dimensional deformation began when %or-
metric conlection .%as consistent \ ith norntal force stall tinmes tex convection was arrested near the splitter plate and wlingtip.
shown in Fig. ), which showed that normal force stall occurred but continued near center span. Soon. disruptions appeared
inboard significantlv earlier than it did at outboard span sta- in the vortex upstream boundar, , and were quickly followed
tions. Asymmetric %ortex convection w.as prompted by a com- by vortex arching above the wine surface near center span.
bination of influences. Outboard. near the wingtip, vortex Subsequently. vortex convection near the splitter plate out-
convection was retarded by pinning at tile tip region as i,,i- paced that near the tip. with the inboard portion of the vortex
ualized by Frey muthl' and quantitati,.cl corroborated by being shed prior to that outboard.
Robinson aind coworkers.' Inboard. vortex convection was Vortex kinematics %%ere dri\en by an identifiable set of
accelerated b\ mutual induction actine between the inboard vorticity dynamics. Streamwise vorticity accumulated near the
leg of the vortex arch and the \ortex image presented bN the splitter plate and wingtip. These ,orticity accumulations tern-
splitter plate. porarilv arrested vortex convection and delayed vortex arch-

Finall\. Fit-. 3 (frame 5. t,, - 7.2)1 sho•,ed the outboard inc. Mutual induction acting between the vortex arch and the
portion of the leading-edge vortex began to convect down- image of it presented b\ tie splitter plate accelerated vortex
stream and awam from the leading edge near the wingtip. Soon convection near the splitter plate.
after this time lig. S showed normnal force reaching a maxi- Spanwise normal force loading was consistent with vortex
mum near the wingtip and beginning to decline. Experiments kinematics. Two-dimensional and moderatelk three-dimen-
by Lorber et al. have recorded similar lift maxima restricted sional vortex structure yielded normal force loading that was
to the wingtip region. Inboard. visualization showed the vor- uniform along the span. Prominentlh three-dimensional vor-
tex above and behind the wing surface, but still apparently tex structure prompted correspondingly nonuniform spanwise
connected to the wine, surface by two vortex segments ema- normal force loading. Normal force stall times ,aried sub-
nating from the wing surface. By this time. the inboard portion stantiallv across the span, and were closely correlated to vor-
of the wing had stalled and nctrlv reached minimum normal tex arching or shedding.
force. This experiment has examined three-dimensional dynami-

Figure 7 showed that leading-edge suction collapse, near cally separated flow over a generic wing-splitter plate config-
both the splitter plate and wingtip, was significantly delayed uration. Many aspects of this flow have been successfully
relati\e to central span locations. Outboard. downwash pro- characterized and explained, though only for a limited pa-
duced by the piorninent wingtip vortex delayed leading-edge rameter range. As such. the current investigation provides a
suction collapse compared to center span. Similar delays in basis for further investigations employing configurations of
leading-edge suction collapse inboard suggest a concentration more practical interest and encompassing broader parameter
of streamwise \orticity, of opposite sense to that at the wing- ranges.
tip, is also present near the \wing-s-litter plate juncture.
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